
LIFE AS QUALITY PRODUCTION INTERN
 

I start my bright day at the office with the “hello” to 
my colleagues & a handshake or even a "bisous"  
kiss on a cheek, French style!

I go in the production line & work closely with my 
supplier to ensure the production is meet our 
standards of quality, human safety, & 
environmental compliance. 
I manage & update the control plan with my 
supplier. The satisfaction of our final customer is 
priority! I lead a meeting with my supplier to 
discuss quality issues, ways to reduce the cost 
& to continuously improve the efficiency of 
production. I conduct a video conference with 
my Product Engineer from France to discuss 
some quality issues. Let us find the best 
solution to protect our final customers! 

A day is almost over. I go to a collective sport 
organized by Decathlon with my teammates 
and other colleagues. Today, it’s cycling day!

It's the end of the day & I'm proud of the 
things I achieved today. I get back home 
happily & ready for the next day to come!

YOUR MISSION:
As an intern, you will participate partly in the job of a Quality Production Leader who develops 
supplier’s expertise to produce quality products within short lead-times and low cost.

ARE YOU MOTIVATED? 

- Source, select and manage suppliers
- Master and optimize product costs
- Evaluate and ensure the quality of products at your suppliers
- Launch and pilot continuous improvement projects with your suppliers to make 
progress on their performance (quality, safety, environment, toxicology) 
& social compliance

- A last year student or fresh graduate with majors linked to engineering, quality, 
production or industrial management

- Excellent in English. Speaking French is an advantage
- Practice sport

- You develop yourself in a multi-national working environment
- You get paid for your internship and chances of permanent hiring with your outstanding 
performance at the end of the internship
- You participate in training courses to develop your competence
- You join collective activities organized by the Company

chau.huynhminhngoc@decathlon.com Send us your CV at:  

- Responsible for a regular control plan
- Measure and correct discrepancies
- Explain and recommend changes
- Ensure the process applying in production lines

- Adhere to deadlines and prioritize your actions
- Ready to make decision and responsible for your decisions

- Mobile internationally
- Understanding about production, especially in footwear/ textile/ 

mechanical product industries would be an advantage

WHAT 
YOU 
WILL DO

WHO
   YOU
      ARE 

WHAT WE WILL OFFER YOU 

THANK YOU!  
WE’RE LOOKING FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU!

Apply before: 30 December 2017 -- Starting time:  01 Feb 2018 

Available positions: Hue 02 & Da Nang 01 


